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For a richer student experience



1. Inclusive spaces

 

2. Opportunities to create belonging and be

      a part of the local community

3. Co-creating learning

4. The impact of enrichment beyond college

5. The role of enrichment in pandemic times

A long-term piece of longitudinal research into enrichment spanning four years (2020-2024)
is being undertaken in a pioneering collaboration between AoC and the University of Derby,
funded by NCFE. The research will seek to demonstrate the huge role enrichment activities
play in preparing students for employment and careers. 

This project started by surveying colleges about their surprisingly different expectations and
plans for enrichment. Now we’re in a new phase, talking to teachers and students about the
way it impacts on their learning journey and their lives. 

The researchers from the University of Derby - Professor Liz Atkins, Dr Balwant Kaur, Dr Bill
Esmond and Dr Margaret Wood, spoke to staff and students about their experiences of
enrichment. From conversations across the UK, they have identified the following key themes:
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1.

Student: "If I didn’t come to college, there is no way I would have come to an LGBTQ
group. Here, you know it’s safe, and I’ve made friends who I can trust and will have my
back."

Student: "I’m so far back in the closet when I’m at home. Because I’m special needs, I
think my parents would be genuinely horrified that I had managed to figure out my
sexuality too."

Student: "As a Bangladeshi girl, I’ve always been really quiet but - being here with this
group has  given me so much confidence. I don’t care if I get the words wrong. I know
what I say matters and I’m not so worried about being more vocal anymore. I found my
voice and I like it!"

Student: "A couple of us have been attending this BME forum and I’ve learnt so much
about Black history and Black music. It’s been really beneficial because we get to talk
about it – you know, like my history - and that means I’m getting to know about me
and that's been so helpful. I have a heritage and it connects to what I’m interested in,
what I’m doing at college. It just sort of makes more sense now. We’ve written a song
about our identity and it’s connected to music performance - but actually it’s not part
of the course."

For many students, enrichment offered group meetings and forums which they would
not necessarily access to participate in outside of college. This was significant in terms
of offering an inclusive space for identity construction and affirmation. For instance, an
LGBT group from a general FE college had the following to say about what this space
meant for them:

INCLUSIVE SPACES

CASE STUDY

Specialist music college

General FE college

CASE STUDY

I found my voice and I like it



2.

Staff: "Students have come in and have chosen a pathway and they’re human beings
and young individuals who mostly come from school into a new environment; so I think
part of the enrichment process welcomes them in a new home and hopefully enables
them to integrate and meet new people, find new relationships and discover stuff they
would not normally have gone for."

Staff: "Pre-pandemic there were Christmas parties, summer parties and for students -  
regardless of their level of study or background - they could find something they could
go to which brought them all together. I think it's those types of events that allow
individuals to meet new people, belong to something and understand that we’re all
students of the same place."

Staff: "There’s a Coffee Club that’s run by Health & Social Care students and it’s for
elderly people who are isolated out in little villages around here. We work with a
company called Connect Support who work with elderly people that don’t have family
or people to go to and are a bit vulnerable. They bring them in as guests of the college
and meet the students. They have tea and cake, play games and the students have got
really good manners and love talking with them."

OPPORTUNITIES TO CREATE BELONGING
AND TO BE A PART OF THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY

 The enrichment process welcomes them 

Staff were often keen to support students’ sense of belonging. Some were keen to achieve this
through their enrichment offer and facilitation. Others made use of existing relationships and
networks in getting students involved in community projects and initiatives. 

Staff: "We've built a really strong relationship with a local community hospice and charity who
want our Hair and Beauty students to go back in and work with them. So the students are
getting that community link and more experience, as well as sort of being ambassadors for the
college."

Specialist music college

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

General FE college

General FE college

in a new home



3.

 It’s about students having that confidence

CASE STUDY

CASE STUDY

CO-CREATING LEARNING
In some colleges, staff have proactively sought ways of co-creating through enrichment as well
as in their overall ethos with employers. There seemed to be a welcome and shared sense of
learning from one another.

Staff: “I’ve got a student group who have based their entire final personal
project on BME topics - so they’re looking at the origins of Black influenced
music over the years, such as different historical aspects of the journey, and
then using it for their project. So it’s really nice that they’re  going to this forum
completely outside of their course, and then they bring that knowledge back
into the class to not only teach their peers, but teach me too, before building an
entire final module out of it.” 

Specialist music college

Staff: “With our apprentices, certain types of employers - for example, some
small construction companies who perhaps don’t have the same level of respect
as say an NHS provider - can be on the receiving end of certain comments. It’s
my job  to make sure that whether it’s students or providers, they have the
confidence to challenge what’s being said if it isn’t right. For me, it’s about
students having that confidence and language  to not just challenge, but
educate the employers too.”

General FE college

and language to not just challenge, but

educate the employers too



It’s not just about going to uni and we’ve 

got role models here to prove that

4.

Staff: “It's just great to see the students engaged in so many different activities and
to see the confidence and the pride that the students take from achieving things in
these. Hopefully, that confidence will lead to more independent and happy young
people who can achieve even better things at college and also take that level of
confidence into the rest of their lives, whilst building on the skills that they've learned
while they're here with us.”

Student: “Doing gigs in venues outside college gives us the exposure we need, but
also gets us into that role of the musician while we’re students who are still handing in
assignments and getting to know more about ourselves. Without college, I don’t think I
would have got a paid gig and the support to get my name on it. It’s getting me
established while I’m here.”

Student: “If I hadn’t come to this college, I would not have realised that I can have a
future in music. Coming here has made it completely possible for me to become a
musician. In school it’s  about being good in everything and getting to university
because you’re smart. Doing gigs and  stuff has made me realise you can be paid for
your passion and talent. It’s not just about going to uni and we’ve got role models
here to prove that.”

THE IMPACT OF ENRICHMENT BEYOND
COLLEGE
Staff and students commented on some of the anticipated long-term impacts of enrichment
activities, as well as recognising the immediate benefits such as an increase in confidence and
self-esteem building.

CASE STUDY

Specialist SEN residential college

Specialist music college
CASE STUDY



5.

Student: “This year has been way better because we’ve been in college - it’s been full
on with so much going on. Last year, because of all the lockdowns, it wasn’t the same.
This year it’s been on the ball though. I feel like I’ve definitely found my crowd and
wish I could do this year twice.”

Staff: “Physical activity and exercise - you know getting away from the screen - has
been something we’ve deliberately been advocating for more. These students need as
many opportunities as possible to get outside or get moving.”

THE ROLE OF ENRICHMENT IN PANDEMIC
TIMES

These students need as many opportunities 

All staff groups commented to some extent on the impact of the 2020-2021 lockdowns
associated with the Covid-19 pandemic. There was concern expressed over social skills, the
developmental impact of the loss of this time, as well as physical wellbeing.

Staff: “… coming up from the back of COVID, we seem to be finding our sessions being
tailored to building student's social skills and their interaction skills, because we've not
had that for the past two years.”

CASE STUDY

Specialist music college

CASE STUDY

General FE college

CASE STUDY

General FE college

 as possible to get outside or get moving



NEXT STEPS
We will be talking to more students, past and present, about how enrichment experiences
have made a difference in their lives. How does it add to the interest, motivation and
breadth of their time in college? How does it help them move on to employment, adulthood
and higher level study?
 
We will be finding out how enrichment at our case study colleges works in practice and fits
with their offer. We want to know why specialist colleges, like the sixth form college,
specialist music college and residential SEND college we have been working with, achieve so
much through enrichment; why some colleges are more successful than others.
 
We want to know how enrichment can advance and is advancing: whether and how the
extra 40 hours can made a difference, and what else could be done to help develop these
activities.

If you are interested in the project and have any questions, please contact:
enrichmentresearch@derby.ac.uk

mailto:enrichmentresearch@derby.ac.uk

